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***13 Authors put their brains together to write ONE story***

Verity Michaels is new to New York City, but even she knows riding in a stolen
cab is not a normal way to meet someone. Damn it if that tattoo-covered would-
be felon isn’t everywhere now, and lighting everything on fire under her skirt.

His name is Hudson Fenn, and he’s frustratingly impossible to pin down. He
works as a bike messenger, but has the manners of a prince—along with a
strange tendency toward breaking and entering. As much as Verity knows he’s
not her type, and likely to land her in jail, she can’t help but find her truest self
when they’re together.

Can she be brave enough to give Hudson a real chance? Will he be bold enough
to reveal the man beneath the ink, or will his secrecy doom their connection?
Also, WTF is the deal with Verity’s boss? No less than thirteen of your favorite
romance writers have teamed up to tell this sexy, wacky, snort-inducing tale.
With them you’ll visit the world’s most irritating office, a VIP room of
questionable cleanliness, and the fanciest apartment a bike messenger has ever
inhabited, but you’ll still never see this ending coming.

REVIEWS

"Original. Fresh. Hilarious. Pure Genius. Can 13 authors pull off one seamless
and epic love story? With no script or outline? The answer is confidently YES!
?#?PoundHudson? ?#?BestHashtagsever?" The Rock Stars of Romance

"Felony Ever After was a hell on wheels taxi ride with lots of hot sex, some crazy
funny tweets, a hero to swoon over, some mystery and a bit of ridiculousness.
There was a bit of everything in this light-hearted, steamy funny romp that took
us in some very whacky directions! We really enjoyed this crazy-arsed ride!"
Totally Booked Blog
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"I was impressed with this book. Each author paid meticulous attention to the
characters personalities as they developed. They added multiple layers to each
character that stayed in sync with the other authors contributions. As for what
each author added in their chapters kept the story moving, taking surprising turns,
yet stayed cohesive to the over all theme in the book." Smut Book Junkie

"Felony Ever After is like the Ocean`s Eleven of the books! 13 amazing authors
joined forces to write one helluva book! FEA is funny, sexy and drama free.
Don’t be mistaken thinking this novel is an anthology, it is one only story written
by all these incredibly talented authors. Even though I could notice the difference
between their writing styles, there was fluidity in the story. The plot always made
sense and every author added their own touch to the story that made it more and
more interesting within every new chapter! It was really awesome!" Collector of
Book Boyfriends

"This book is a true caper that will have you laughing until you cry. I totally
loved what each author brought to the story and these characters. Felony Ever
After is never for a single second predictable – you are on the edge of your seat
as the story unfolds. Don’t even think twice – one-click this book and savor
every word like the best piece of chocolate." Literary Gossip
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really awesome!" Collector of Book Boyfriends

"This book is a true caper that will have you laughing until you cry. I totally loved what each author brought
to the story and these characters. Felony Ever After is never for a single second predictable – you are on the
edge of your seat as the story unfolds. Don’t even think twice – one-click this book and savor every word
like the best piece of chocolate." Literary Gossip
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Editorial Review

About the Author

Helena Hunting is the author of The USA Today and NYT bestselling PUCKED Series. She lives on the
outskirts of Toronto with her incredibly tolerant family and two moderately intolerant cats. She writes
everything from romantic sports comedy to new adult angst.

No Bio

No Bio

Users Review

From reader reviews:

James Ray:

Here thing why that Felony Ever After are different and trustworthy to be yours. First of all studying a book
is good nevertheless it depends in the content of computer which is the content is as delicious as food or not.
Felony Ever After giving you information deeper since different ways, you can find any guide out there but
there is no reserve that similar with Felony Ever After. It gives you thrill looking at journey, its open up your
personal eyes about the thing that will happened in the world which is probably can be happened around you.
It is possible to bring everywhere like in area, café, or even in your means home by train. For anyone who is
having difficulties in bringing the branded book maybe the form of Felony Ever After in e-book can be your
substitute.

Deborah Lake:

The feeling that you get from Felony Ever After will be the more deep you excavating the information that
hide into the words the more you get considering reading it. It does not mean that this book is hard to be
aware of but Felony Ever After giving you excitement feeling of reading. The writer conveys their point in
certain way that can be understood by anyone who read this because the author of this book is well-known
enough. This specific book also makes your current vocabulary increase well. Making it easy to understand
then can go together with you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We advise you for having that
Felony Ever After instantly.

Sarah Stiles:

Do you really one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt while you are in the book store? Make
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an effort to pick one book that you just dont know the inside because don't ascertain book by its handle may
doesn't work is difficult job because you are afraid that the inside maybe not because fantastic as in the
outside search likes. Maybe you answer is usually Felony Ever After why because the fantastic cover that
make you consider with regards to the content will not disappoint you actually. The inside or content is
definitely fantastic as the outside or perhaps cover. Your reading sixth sense will directly guide you to pick
up this book.

Gary Campbell:

Many people said that they feel fed up when they reading a book. They are directly felt that when they get a
half regions of the book. You can choose the particular book Felony Ever After to make your current reading
is interesting. Your current skill of reading proficiency is developing when you just like reading. Try to
choose very simple book to make you enjoy to study it and mingle the impression about book and reading
especially. It is to be initially opinion for you to like to start a book and go through it. Beside that the book
Felony Ever After can to be your brand-new friend when you're truly feel alone and confuse with the
information must you're doing of these time.
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